Whether we prepare a coffee or navigate to a shop: in many tasks we make multiple decisions before reaching a goal. Learning such state-action sequences from sparse reward raises the problem of creditassignment: which actions out of a long sequence should be reinforced? One solution provided by reinforcement learning (RL) theory is the eligibility trace (ET); a decaying memory of the state-action history. Here we investigate behaviorally and neurally whether humans utilize an ET when learning a multi-step decision making task. We implemented three versions of a novel task using visual, acoustic, and spatial cues. Eleven healthy subjects performed all three conditions while we recorded their pupil diameter. We considered model-based and model-free (with and without ET) algorithms to explain human learning and find that model-free learning with ET explains the human behavior best in all three conditions. We then compare pupil dilation in early and late learning and observe differences that are consistent with an ET contribution. In particular, we find significant changes in pupil response to non-goal states after just a single reward in all three experimental conditions.
Introduction
Humans have an amazing capability of learning to make decisions in complex environments. Sometimes a long sequence of actions is necessary to reach a goal. In order to learn optimal actions in sequential decision making, a mechanism to link actions to a later reward is necessary.
Simple reinforcement learning algorithms, such as SARSA, use information about the reward to reinforce only the last action taken. A basic computational mechanism to make learning from reward more efficient is the eligibility trace (ET) (Sutton and Barto, 1998) . It is a time-based heuristic, capturing the intuition that not only the very last action contributes to an outcome but actions further back in the state-action history have also contributed and should be reinforced. The eligibility to reinforcement decays over time, controlled by the eligibility parameter λ. While this concept is standard in computational models such as SARSA(λ), it is unclear whether humans use an ET when learning a sequential decision making task. We address this question using a new task, specifically designed to test for the existence of an ET.
Previous studies (Seymour et al., 2012) , (Daw et al., 2011) have found support for an eligibility trace in human behavior in terms of model likelihood. Our study is specifically designed to isolate a behavioral signature of an ET and we can identify the effect of a single reward on behavior at different states. Furthermore, our study tracks signatures of the ET in pupil size. This complementary, physiological signal corroborates the behavioral findings. The analysis of the pupil data is motivated by the fact that changes in pupil diameter are not only luminance dependent but can mediate various cognitive signals (Joshi et al., 2016) , (Simpson and Hale, 1969) .
Eleven healthy subjects performed our learning experiment. We find consistent evidence for an ET in behavior and in pupil dilation across three different experimental conditions. We improve the understanding of human learning and decision making by showing that humans use an eligibility trace when solving the credit-assignment problem in a multi-step task.
Methods

The learning task
Our multi-step learning experiment is designed to test whether reward information is propagating back more than one state. The Markov decision task consists of six states plus one goal state. Figure 1 shows the structure of the learning problem. Each episode of the task ends when the subject reaches the goal state G. In each state the subject has the choice between two actions, a and b. The crucial experimental manipulation consists in the following: we do not specify beforehand which of the two actions leads closer to the goal state G. Instead we do the action-outcome binding during the experiment depending on the subject's behavior. That is, when a subject starts in S1 and makes a decision, no matter which action she takes, we move her to S2. From that moment on, the transition from S1 to S2 is bound to the action taken by the subject (and implicitly, the alternative action will lead from S1 to S6 in subsequent episodes). In this way, we create the graph online and can move every subject through the same sequence of states, namely S1 -S2 -S3 -G in episode one, and S5 -S2 in episode two.This gives us the condition we want: testing the behavior and the pupil response at state S2 before and after a single reward. In half of the trials, we test for the effect on state S3 and do the sequence S4 -S3 in episode two and S5 -S2 in episode three. After these specific initial sequences, the subjects continue the task from randomly picked start states (S1, ..., S6).
The learning signals, and therefore the effect of a putative ET, are strongest during the early phase of learning. In order to collect enough samples from early trials, subjects do not perform one long experiment, but we break it into multiple puzzles of eight episodes. Between each puzzle, we pause the experiment for a short break, shuffle the cues, and the subject has to learn a new sequence. If a subject repeats the exact same action sequence as in the previous puzzle, we move her to an extra state S6. We do the same for subjects who try trivial action sequences (a-a-a or b-b-b).
Experimental conditions
We implemented three different experimental conditions based on the Markov Decision Process (MDP) described above. The experiments only differ in the way the states are presented to the subject. In the circlecondition, the states are arranged on an (invisible) circle on the screen as shown in Figure 2 , left. A checkerboard image is flashed for 100 ms at a state-specific location. The goal state is represented by the same rectangular checkerboard, rotated by 90 degrees. The checkerboard has the same average visual intensity as the grey background screen and flashing it for 100 ms does not evoke a pupillary light response. In the center-condition, a unique 100 by 100 pixels clip-art image is flashed for 300ms in the center of the screen. For each puzzle, a new set of images is used, except for the goal state which is the same (a person holding a cup) in all puzzles. In the sound-condition each state is represented by a unique sound of 300ms to 600ms duration. At the goal state an applause is played. The experimental advantage of the sound condition is that a change in the pupil response can not stem from a change in the visual field but must be due to a task-specific condition.
In all three conditions, the background screen is grey and a fixation cross is drawn in the center of the screen. Subjects were instructed to reach the goal state as often as possible within the limited time. Eleven subjects performed a block of 12 minutes in each of the three conditions with a short break of 5 minutes between the conditions.
Pupillometry
While the subjects performed the task, we recorded the pupil diameter using an SMI high speed video-based corneal reflex eye tracker. In a preprocessing procedure, eye blinks were removed and short blocks without data (up to 500ms) were linearly interpolated. Data was recorded at 500 Hz but down-sampled to 100Hz for the analysis. The time-series of the pupil diameter was split into episodes (pupil recording from 1 second before start-state onset to 3 seconds after goal-state onset) and then normalized to zero-mean, unit variance per episode. This step is necessary to make the pupil data comparable across subjects and episodes. The eventlocked time series were obtained by averaging across subjects. The transition graph consists of six states with two actions at each state. The transitions are deterministic but we bind the actions to outcomes only during the experiment according to each subject's behaviour. At episode one (E1) the subject is placed at start state S1. We then move her to the goal state G in 3 actions. The underlined actions (S1,b), (S2,a) and (S3,b) show the actions taken by a particular subject. The arrows pointing from G to Q(2,a) and Q(3,b) visualize the question: Does a single reward reinforce only the very last action (S3,b) or does it propagate back to earlier decisions, namely to (S2,a)? In episode E2 we test for this by moving the subject from a new start state S5 to the state of interest S2. In episode E3 the subject starts from another neutral start state S4 and we test for the effect on S3. In half of the puzzles, we test the sequence S4-S3 in episode E2 and S5-S2 in E3. In the circle-condition, a checkerboard is flashed for 100ms on the screen. The state is identified by the location on the screen. The goal state is a rectangle of same size but with a different orientation. The red arrows show an example of the sequence S1, S2, S3, Goal. Middle: In the center-condition, each state is identified by a unique image, flashed for 300ms in the center of the screen. Right: In the sound-condition, only a fixation cross is shown during the experiment. The states are represented by unique short sounds (beeps, tones and natural sounds of 300ms to 600ms duration).
Figure 3: Example of one episode in the center-condition. A state-specific clip-art image is flashed for 300ms in the center of the grey screen. Then, the subject makes a decision, a or b. After a random delay of 3 to 4 seconds, the outcome of the decision is shown by flashing the next image for 300ms. The procedure repeats until the goal state is reached, which terminates one episode.
Reinforcement Learning Models
We consider five RL algorithms to model the subjects' learning: The Forward Learner (Gläscher et al., 2010) implements pure model-based learning. SARSA(λ) and SARSA implement model-free learning with and without an ET. The Hybrid Learner (Gläscher et al., 2010) integrates the model-based Forward Learner and the model-free SARSA into one algorithm. Finally REIN-FORCE (Williams., 1992) directly learns the policy. Unlike SARSA, which learns from a step-by-step reward prediction error, REINFORCE does not estimate intermediate Q-values and learning happens at the moment of reward at the end of each episode.
Model Fit and Model Selection
To evaluate each model's power in explaining human behavior we fit the model parameters and then rank the models using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). For each model, we fit one parameter vector to the behavioral data of all subjects. The parameter vector which maximizes the log likelihood (LL) of a model could be found by a hill-climbing algorithm giving a point estimate of the optimal parameters. Such methods have a two-fold drawback. First, the point estimate does not give any indication about the variance of the fitted parameter values. We therefore use the MetropolisHasting Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm and obtain a posterior distribution over the parameters. The second problem stems from the fact that there are considerable behavioral differences across subjects and the AIC model selection might change for a different set of subjects. We implement a five-fold cross-validation (CV) to assess how well the ranking of the models generalizes. We create the five folds such that each subject appears in exactly one test set. This gives rise to four test sets of two subjects (leaving nine subjects in the training set) and one test set of three subjects (leaving eight subjects in the training set). The algorithm parameters are then fit to the subjects in the training set and evaluated on the test set. In order to obtain a fair comparison (one that is not dominated by the differences across subjects) of the AIC across algorithms, we use the same five training/test -folds for each of the algorithms. Using this procedure we can verify the ranking of the algorithms.
Results
Learning Curves
We extract the learning curves from the behavioral recordings. Our focus is on the behavior at state S2 in episode two: we find that the behavior (averaged over all subjects) is above chance level in all three experimental conditions (62% correct in the circle, 64% in the sound, and 86% in the center condition, see Figure 5 , left). Those values indicate that subjects reinforce their behavior at the penultimate state from a single (value 1 on the x-axis) reward. Such an update requires an eligibility trace. The learning curves in Figure 5 , right, are obtained in two steps. First, the action of each subject at state S2 in each episode are extracted. Each action is either correct or wrong and we count over all subjects to obtain a percent-correct-score. These scores are shown as small dots in Figure 5 . We then fit an exponential function to these scores. The curves show that learning continues with each reward.
Fitting the behavioral data
The results of the AIC model selection is shown in table 4. The two pure model-free and model-based algorithms, SARSA and Forward Learner, respectively, show similar performance followed by the Hybrid Learner. REINFORCE ranks second in two conditions. In the sound-condition the Hybrid Learner performs slightly better than REINFORCE. SARSA(λ) gives the best fit in all three conditions, supporting the presence of an ET. Moreover we can quantify its contribution to learning by looking at the fit of the parameter λ. The values we find are λ circle = 0.94, λ center = 0.73, λ sound = 0.68 for the three conditions. A value of 0 would mean no ET. The large values we find here indicate that subjects reinforce their decisions further back in the state-action history.
Event-locked pupil response
We extracted the time-series of the pupil diameter at the onset of state S2 and state S3 during the first and second episodes. State S3 is the state just before the goal state, state S2 is two decisions away from the reward (see Figure 1) . The pupil trace during the first episode reflects the neutral response to the state before receiving a reward. Those curves are shown in blue in Figure  6 . The red curves show the pupil trace for the same state in episode two, when the subject is transitioning from S5 to S2 (or from S4 to S3, respectively). All traces show a significant increase in pupil diameter after a single reward during the later part of the time-window. In the center-condition (top row in Figure 6 ) the pupil trace shows a typical response to the 300ms flashing of the (bright) clip-art images. The two other conditions do not have a change in luminosity at state-onset. In the sound condition, we note that the separation of the red and blue curves occur later (after 1500ms) than in the two other conditions. This might be related to the longer stimulus presentation (up to 600ms). The bars show the percent-correct score of the first decision in episode two averaged over all subjects. The behavior is above chance level (dashed horizontal line) in all conditions. At state S3 (the last state before the goal), subjects have learned (to about 80 percent) the correct action from a single reward. At state S2 (the penultimate state), the scores are 62%, 64%, and 86% in the three conditions circle, sound and center. Right: Learning curves at state S2 for each condition. After a single reward (value 1 on the x-axis), the performance in the next state visit is above chance level. Diamonds indicate the same values (62%, 64%, and 86%) as in the left figure) . The performance increases further over time.
Figure 6: Grand average of the event-locked pupil diameter. The curves show the temporal evolution (in units of standard deviations) of the pupil diameter from 300 ms before to 2500 ms after stimulus-onset, averaged across all subjects. The left column shows the data for state S3, the right column for state S2. The three rows correspond to the three experiments: top: center-condition, middle: sound-condition, bottom: circle-condition. The blue curves show the pupil diameter in episode one, before the subject has reached the goal state. The red curves show the first state-visit after a single reward. In both states, and all three conditions, we observe an increase in the late pupil response. A reward-related change at state S2 requires an eligibility trace.
The reward-related change at state S3 is compatible with all learning algorithms. On the other hand, an update of state S2 from a single reward requires either a model-based update or an ET. Given the poor performance of the Forward Learner in explaining the behavioral data, we assign the change in the pupil trace at S2 to the SARSA(λ) update.
Discussion
We designed a new task and provide evidence for an ET in human learning. Both, the behavioral data as well as the pupil traces indicate that humans use an eligibility trace when learning from delayed reward.
The behavioral data is best explained by SARSA(λ). The fitting-and model selection ranks it first in three different experimental conditions. The poor performance of SARSA (without an ET) in explaining human behavior confirms the view that humans make use of a memory trace of their decision history. Unlike the model-free algorithms, the model-based Forward Learner instantiates a mechanism of forward planning rather than back propagation of reward signals (see (Doll et al., 2012) for a discussion of model-based RL). Our data gives a clear preference to reinforcement learning with ET over model-based forward planning.
Our behavioral finding is consistent with the rewardrelated changes in the pupil diameter. More specifically, the event-locked pupil trace at the penultimate state shows a pupil dilation after a single reward that cannot be explained by a simple update without ET. In future work we will attempt to identify whether the increase in pupil size stems from the value of a state or from the reward prediction error at that transition.
It is interesting to note that the two models that best explain the behavioral data, SARSA(λ) and RE-INFORCE, both implement an ET, but using a different memory: SARSA(λ) implements an eligibility trace by keeping a decaying factor at each state, sometimes called a short-term memory vector (Sutton and Barto, 1998) . REINFORCE does not do any update during the episode but keeps the state-action history of the complete episode in memory. At the end of the episode, it replays the decisions and reinforces them proportional to the discounted future reward. Both views of an ET are compatible with our data and it will be an interesting question to actually identify the underlying neural implementation of the ET.
